Abstract: This paper presents a finite automaton model to describe the control reconfiguration of discrete event systems (DES) with respect to the dynamic changes of observation means, especially when the changes are not acceptable for the conventional observability theory. The model includes other classes of events besides the regular DES events, such as repair and failure events of the observation means. Given a regular DES controller, through a systematic procedure it is extended to include the effect of those events on the control. The potential application of this work is the optimization of the reconfiguration strategies.
INTRODUCTION
This paper models the control reconfiguration of DES with respect to the change of observation means. Specifically, the effect of the reconfiguration strategies on DES when the change of observation means is not acceptable for the conventional observability theory is addressed.
The investigation on the observability theory of DES was triggered by two parallel and original works of (Lin and Wonham, 1988) and (Cieslak, et al., 1988) . The DES observability is critical for the DES controller as the controller takes the control actions according to what it observes from the DES.
It is assumed that for each event, there is a sensor reporting its occurrence to the controller. If a sensor is not working properly or its communication channel with the controller fails, the controller cannot obtain the information regarding the occurrence of the corresponding event. In this case, from the controller's point of view, this event is unobservable.
Once the sensor and/or communication channel are repaired, that event becomes observable again.
In practice, the sensors or communication channels can be broken down or repaired at any time during the control. In a sense, in certain state the controller may "see" a different set of events than it does in the initial state. In other words, the observability of events changes over time. In conventional observability theory of the DES (Lin and Wonham, 1988) , it is assumed that the set of observable events remains unchanged. Furthermore, there are some events which are critical for keeping the right control -the "must-be-observed" events. However, if these events are not seen by the controller, the controlled DES will go out of control. But there are some occasions where the controller can survive even if some of the "must-be-observed" events are not observed according to (Darabi, et al., 2003) . Here they propose a control switching policy to discover an appropriate control policy and switch to the new policy on the fly. The search for the new control policy and the switching actions are performed by another control agent called the mega-controller. The proposed switching theory in this work is based on the set of observable projections originally introduced in (Haji-Valizadeh and Loparo 1996) . Therefore if a new control policy is found when the set of observable events changes, then this policy can survive for infinite time given that the observable events set does not change again after the switch. Such policies, called infinite time policies, have some limitations according to (Liu and Darabi 2004) . In fact the infinite time policies cannot provide the controller maximum survival time subject to the dynamic observable event set.
In (Liu and Darabi 2004 ) the authors have developed the class of finite time policies. This class is a superset of the infinite time policies introduced by (Darabi, et al., 2003) . This class, in addition to the infinite time policies, consists of all control policies that are feasible for a finite duration of time. A finite time observation policy is good for the current state, but may not be good for other states. Using finite time policies provides a more general solution for the controller reconfiguration upon the change of event observability. In addition, (Liu and Darabi 2004) offers a new reconfiguration strategy, so called control feedback adjustment, to resolve control conflicts.
One of the problems generated by the work (Liu and Darabi 2004 ) is the implementation of the control reconfiguration strategies through a mega-controller. The mega-controller interacts with the DES controller to adapt the control to the dynamic changes of observation means. In this paper, the authors develop a finite automaton model to describe combined behavior of the mega-controller and the DES controller. By this model, the reader can have a full picture of how the mega-controller evolves upon the change of observation means. This finite automaton includes other classes of events besides the regular DES events. For example repair and failure events of sensors can change the state of this finite automaton. Our development starts from the regular DES controlled finite automaton and through a systematic procedure it extends the regular automaton to include the behavior of additional events. One of the main applications of the extended finite automaton (not discussed in this paper) is in optimizing the reconfiguration decisions made by the mega-controller.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the preliminaries. Section 3 provides the algorithm to generate the extended finite automaton. Section 4 presents an illustrative example for building the extended model, and section 5 concludes the paper and discusses the future research. ∈ . In other words, ( ) x Γ includes all the events that are enabled by S at state x . The controlled plant language, so called coupled language, is shown by
EXTENDED CONTROLLER FINITE AUTOMATON MODEL
It is assumed that a DES and its controller, as stated above, are given. It is also assume that there is a sensor associated with each event reporting its occurrence to the controller. Therefore, the sensor status change results in change in event observability.
To develop the algorithm that generates the finite automata model with extended sensory events and reconfiguration decisions, some definitions are first provided.
The sensor status of an event σ , ss σ , can be failed, represented by 0 and working, represented by 1. The change of sensor status is triggered by two sets of events, sensor repair event set, R and sensor breakdown event set B. b B σ ∈ , r R σ ∈ are the sensor breakdown and repair event for σ respectively.
An extended state y is represented by " _ X SS "
where X X ⊂ and (1) Y -the set of extended states The members of Y are the states of the extended automaton and are generated using the flowchart in Figure 2 . Procedure 1 handles the occurrence of events in Σ (the event set of given controller). For the state set part X , the states where that event is enabled are aggregated up, and the resultant state set are further combined with the states that cannot be differentiated due to the sensor failure. The sensor status vector remains the same.
Procedure 2 copes with the occurrence of sensor breakdown events. Once the failure takes place, the sensor cannot report the occurrence of corresponding event to the controller. The states that are reachable from the given state by the unobservable strings are aggregated together. The element in sensor status vector for that event changes from 1 to 0 accordingly.
Procedure 3 takes care of the case that sensor is failed. At this case, that sensor repair event is possible to happen. When it happens, it only affects the sensor status vector.
Procedure 4 deals with the control conflict resolving. There are two ways to tackle the conflict, either enabling or disabling the events that cause the conflict. Which way is overweight the other one is different from case to case.
From the generation of Θ it is evident that the feedback adjustment at conflict states could generate states not reachable or not feasible. Taking different feedback policy adjustments affects the evolution path of the finite automaton Θ , and thus affects the chance of leading to infeasible or blocking states. As mentioned in the introduction, the selection between different actions outlined by Θ requires an optimization model that uses Θ as its input. Another input to this model can be a reconfiguration criterion such as maximizing the probability of reaching to a marked state. However, the objective of this paper is not to address such an optimization framework.
An Illustrative Example
The controller automaton is shown in Figure 3 , and the feedback of each state is listed in table 1. Event set For this example, configure the controller under the policy that event 1 e , 2 e are to be enabled and 3 e is to be disabled if there is a conflict. (2 (34 _110, ) 0 g e = / , so there is a chance that state 34_110 becomes a deadlock itself.
The transitions between states are listed in Table 2 .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper provides a formal model that embeds the controller reconfiguration options upon the change in 
